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Madhav Nori had asked the following question, which is a generalisation
w xof a theorem of Suslin 3 .
w xQuestion. Let R s k x , . . . , x be the polynomial ring in n q 1 vari-0 n
ables, where k is a field. Let f : R ª A be a k-algebra homomorphism
 .  .such that f x A s A. Let f , . . . , f g R such that rad f , . . . , f si 0 n 0 n
 .  .   ..x , . . . , x . Then of course f f A s A. Assume l Rr f , . . . , f0 n i 0 n
 .is divisible by n!. Then is the unimodular row f f , . . . , f over A0 n
completable?
 .Recall that a unimodular row f , . . . , f over a ring A is completable if0 n
 .there exists a s g GL n q 1, A such that
s f , . . . , f s 1, 0, . . . , 0 . .  .0 n
The condition on the divisibility cannot be dropped since it is dictated by
the Grothendieck]Riemann]Roch theorem. In other words, if we took
w xA s k x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y with one relation,  x y s 1, and f to be the0 n 0 n i i
 . dinatural map, then one can see that f , . . . , f , where f s x is com-0 n i i
w xpletable only if n! divides d 4 . The converse is also true and wasi
 .proved by Suslin. That is, any unimodular row of the form f , . . . , f over0 n
any ring is completable if f s adi and n! divides d . In fact Suslini i i
w x w xproved his theorem first 3 and Nori and I observed in 4 the necessity of
his condition later.
In this note we will answer Nori's question in the affirmative, when f si
are homogeneous and k is algebraically closed. We will write as usual
f , . . . , f ; g , . . . , g .  .0 n 0 n
 .  .for two unimodular rows f , . . . , f , g , . . . , g to mean that they define0 n 0 n
the same projective module.
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 .So let R be as above. Let U denote all vectors of the form f , . . . , f ,0 n
where f g R and the only possible common zero of the f s is the origin.i i
We will also use the notation U ; U to denote the vectors with homoge-h
 .neous entries. We will put the following equivalence relation R resp. Rh
 .in U resp. U . R is generated by the following types of relations:h
 . d1. If f , . . . , f g U and f s g for some i, then0 n i i
f , . . . , f R f , . . . , f q lg , . . . , f , .  .0 n 0 j i n
where j / i and l g R.
 .  n! .2. If f , . . . , f g U and if f , . . . , f G , . . . , f g U, for some G g0 n 0 i n
R, then they are related.
 .  .3. Of course f , . . . , f R g , . . . , g , if they are related by0 n 0 n
 .GL n q 1, R .
R is defined in an identical manner.h
w x  .  n! .LEMMA 1 3 . If a , . . . , a and a b , . . . , a are unimodular o¨er a0 n 0 n
 .  n! .ring A, then a , . . . , a defines a free module iff a b , . . . , a defines a0 n 0 n
free module.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that A is a finitely
generated algebra over the ring of integers for questions of the above type
 .and in particular it is Noetherian. First, since b, a , . . . , a is unimodular,1 n
we may assume that b q n x a is a nonzero divisor in A for general1 i i
x g A. Thus we may as well assume that b is a nonzero divisor byi
replacing b by the above and noting that it does not change the projective
modules in question. We have a diagram,
 .a , . . . , a0 n nq160 ª A A ª P ª 0
xId xu xh
n! .a b , . . . , a0 n nq160 ª A A ª Q ª 0,
 n! .where u is the diagonal matrix with b , 1, . . . , 1 in the diagonal. Chasing
the vertical arrow, we get an exact sequence,
h
n!0 ª P ª Q ª Arb A ª 0.
If P is free of rank n, we see that Q is defined by a unimodular row of the
 n! . w xform b , c , . . . , c and hence by Suslin's theorem 3 , Q is free. Similarly1 n
 .if Q is free, we see that by dualising the exact sequence above P*, the
 n! .dual of P is defined by a unimodular row of the form b , c , . . . , c and1 n
w xhence, again by Suslin's theorem 3 , P is free.
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 .  2 .Remark. If n s 2 then a , a , a and a b , a , a define the same0 1 2 0 1 2
projective module with no hypothesis on whether one of them is free or
not. This brings us to the obvious question:
 .  n! .Question. If f , . . . , f and f G , . . . , f are unimodular, is it true0 n 0 n
that
f , . . . , f ; f Gn!, . . . , f ? .  .0 n 0 n
w xThe following is just a reformulation of a Lemma of Suslin 3 .
 .LEMMA 2. Let a, p g A [ P be unimodular, where P is a projecti¨ e
 r .  r .module. Then, for any q g P and any integer r G 0, a , p and a , p q aq
define the same projecti¨ e module.
Proof. If the rank of P is 1, then by determinant considerations we are
done. So assume that rank is greater than 1.
w xLet B s A t , a polynomial ring in one variable, and consider the
 r . w xunimodular row a , p q taq g B [ P t . I claim that the corresponding
projective module Q is extended and then putting t s 0, 1 we would be
done.
w xBy Quillen's theorem 2 , it suffices to do this locally. If we localise at a
w xprime M which does not contain a, then clearly Q + P t and we areM M
done. If a g M, then p s p is part of a free basis of P . So let p , . . . , p1 M 1 n
be a free basis of P . Notice that n G 2. We may write q s a p . WithM i i
respect to this basis our unimodular element looks like
ar , 1 q taa , taa , . . . , taa . .1 2 n
But ar and 1 q taa are comaximal and thus we may change, say, taa1 2
 .which exists to 1 and thus Q is free. Therefore we are done.M
 r .  r .COROLLARY 3. a , a , . . . , a and a , a q la , . . . , a define the0 1 n 0 1 0 n
same projecti¨ e module, where l g A is any element.
 .COROLLARY 4. Let R, A, and f be as abo¨e. If f , . . . , f0 n
 .  .R g , . . . , g then both of them define a free module under the image of f0 n
in A or both of them do not. Similarly for R .h
The following lemmas, though well known, are included according to the
suggestions of the referee. R is as before, polynomial ring in n q 1
variables, x , . . . , x .0 n
 .  .LEMMA 5. f , . . . , f and g , f , . . . , f belong to U if and only if the0 n 0 1 n
 .¨ector f g , f , . . . , f g U and then0 0 1 n
l Rr f g , f , . . . , f s l R f , . . . , f q l Rr g , f , . . . , f , .  .  . .  .  .0 0 1 n 0 n 0 1 n
where l denotes the length.
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Proof. The first part is obvious. For the second part, first notice that if
S s R , where M is a maximal ideal corresponding to the origin andM
 .   ..   ..f , . . . , f g U, then l Rr f , . . . , f s l Sr f , . . . , f . Since S is0 n 0 n 0 n
 .Cohen]McCaulay of dimension n q 1, f , . . . , f g U implies that the0 n
f s form a maximal regular sequence in S or one of the f s or g is a uniti i 0
.in S and then the argument is trivial . Thus we get an exact sequence,
f0
0 ª Sr g , f , . . . , f ª Sr f g , f , . . . , f ª Sr f , . . . , f ª 0, .  .  .0 1 n 0 0 1 n 0 n
which, by taking lengths, gives us the lemma.
 .  .LEMMA 6. If f , . . . , f R g , . . . , g then0 n 0 n
l Rr f , . . . , f ' l Rr g , . . . , g mod n! . .  .  . .  .0 n 0 n
Similarly, for R .h
d  .Proof. Let us look first at the case when f s G and let g , . . . , g0 0 n
be the row, where g s f for i / j and g s f q lG, where j / 0. Theni i j j
l Rr f , . . . , f s d ? l Rr G, f , . . . , f .  . .  .0 n 1 n
s d ? l Rr G, g , . . . , g s l Rr g , . . . , g .  . .  .1 n 0 n
by Lemma 5. For the second type,
l Rr f Gn!, . . . , f s l Rr f , . . . , f q l Rr Gn!, f , . . . , f . . .  . .  .0 n 0 n 1 n
s l Rr f , . . . , f q n!l Rr G, f , . . . , f , .  . .  .0 n 1 n
again by Lemma 5.
 .   ..LEMMA 7. Let f , . . . , f g U . Then l Rr f , . . . , f s  deg f .0 n h 0 n i
Proof. There are many proofs of this fact, all variations of Bezout's
theorem. Though a purely algebraic proof can be given, the quickest way is
to appeal to geometry. Most facts we use can be found in the book of
w x .Mumford 1, Chap. 5 , especially, Corollary 5.6 .
 . aiIf f , . . . , f g U and if F s f for some positive integers a , then0 n h i i i
 .F , . . . , F g U and, by Lemma 5, we see that it suffices to prove the0 n h
 .lemma for F , . . . , F . Thus choosing a s appropriately, we may assume0 n i
that the deg f s are all equal to, say, d. Then we can define a morphism p :i
P nq1 ª P nq1 as follows: let x , x , . . . , x , z be the homogeneous coordi-0 1 n
 d.nates. Define the morphism p by f , f , . . . , f , z . Since the f s vanish0 1 n i
only at the point where all the x s 0 and z cannot vanish there, we seei
that it is indeed a morphism. In fact, this is obtained as follows. Let
P nq1 ª P N be the Veronese embedding of P nq1 by degree of d forms
and call the image X. Then the above morphism is obtained by the
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projection to P nq1 from a linear space L ; P N of dimension N y n y 2,
w xdisjoint from X. By Corollary 5.6 of 1 , we see that p , which is finite map,
has degree equal to deg X. The degree of X does not depend on p and
thus the degree of X must be deg p 9 for any projection p 9 from a linear
space of dimension N y n y 2, disjoint from X. In particular, choosing
the projection given by the dth power of the variables, we see easily that
deg X s dnq1. But then deg p s dnq1. Since P nq1 is smooth, we see that
nq1 the map p is finite and flat of degree d . If X ª Y is a finite onto map
.with Y smooth and X Cohen]Macaulay, then the map is also flat. In
particular, the length of the scheme theoretic inverse image of any point
nq1 nq1  .P g P has length d . Taking P s 0, . . . , 0, 1 , we see that
nq1 ..l Rrf , . . . , f s d .0 n
w xTHEOREM 1. Let R s K x , . . . , x be the polynomial ring o¨er an0 n
 .algebraically closed field k. Assume we are gi¨ en f , . . . , f with the f s0 n i
homogeneous and ha¨ing no common nontri¨ ial zero. Further assume that
di f s g for 0 F i - k and the g s define a ¨ariety which is smooth excepti i i
n.possibly at the origin, or, in other words, in the projecti¨ e space P . Let
 . Xd s gcd deg f , n! . Then we can find g and f for i ) k such that the g sk k i i
define a smooth ¨ariety except possibly at the origin, deg f ' deg f X mod n!i i
for i ) k and
f , . . . , f R f , . . . , f , g d , f X , . . . , f X . .  .0 n h 0 ky1 k kq1 n
Proof. First notice that, for any integer m ) 0,
f , . . . , f R f , . . . , f , f m n!q1 , . . . , f m n!q1 . .  .0 n h 0 k kq1 n
Therefore we may assume that f , i ) k, are of large degree. Now wei
appeal to Bertini's theorem. Adding general multiples of f to f , i ) k, wek i
X get f and using our hypothesis that the g s define a smooth variety in thei i
.projective space , we may assume that the variety defined by the g s andi
f X, i ) k, is just a set of smooth points in the projective space. Let X bei
0  .. 0  ..this set. Then, for large N, we have H O N ª H O N surjective.P X
We can choose an integer a large enough, so that if we write an!q deg fk
s Nd, N is as large as we want. Let G be a polynomial of deg s a not
vanishing at any point of X, and then we may change f to f ? Gn! by ourk k
0  ..relation. Thus we may assume that deg f s Nd. The map H O N ªk X
0  .. dH O Nd got by x ¬ x is surjective since O is just a product of fieldsX X
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and the field is algebraically closed. We have a commutative diagram,
H 0 O N ª H 0 O N ª 0 .  . .  .P X
d dx F ¬ F x x ¬ x
0 0H O Nd ª H O Nd . .  . .  .P X
0  ..Therefore the image of f in H O Nd can be lifted to somek X
0  .. d dt g H O N . Thus f y t vanishes at X. Therefore f s t qP k k
ky1a g q n b f X. Now, by our relation, we may replace f by t d.0 i i kq1 i i k
Finally we may replace t by t m n!q1 and thus assume that deg t is large.
Now a general combination g s t q n c f X intersects the remainingk kq1 i i
g s smoothly by Bertini. Clearly we havei
X Xdf , . . . , f R f , . . . , f , g , f , . . . , f . .  .0 n h 0 ky1 k kq1 n
 .COROLLARY 8. Let f , . . . , f be homogeneous polynomials as before0 n
with no nontri¨ ial zeroes. Then
f , . . . , f R g d0 , g d1 , . . . , g dn , .  .0 n h 0 1 n
 .where d s gcd deg f , n! .i i
Proof. This is just an easy application of the above theorem.
 .COLLOLLARY 9. If f , . . . , f is as abo¨e and n! di¨ ides  deg f , then0 n i
the corresponding unimodular row is completable.
 .  .Proof. From the previous corollary, f , . . . , f R h , . . . , h , where0 n h 0 n
di  .h s g with d s gcd deg f , n! . By hypothesis, n! divides d and theni i i i i
w xby Suslin's theorem 3 and Corollary 4 we are done.
The above corollary coupled with Lemma 7 answers Nori's question in
 .the homogeneous case over an algebraically closed field .
Remark. Now let us look at the case where the f s are not necessarilyi
homogeneous. If we write f s F q G , where f is the initial order term,i i i i
and if the F s form a regular sequence, then, by standard deformationi
techniques, we can prove that Nori's question has an affirmative answer.
The same works if the top degree homogeneous terms of the f s form ai
regular sequence.
We close with the following question, which seems to be too optimistic,
though an affirmative answer will answer Nori's question at least for
homogeneous polynomials over an arbitrary field.
w xQuestion. Let A s k x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y modulo 1 relation,  x y s0 n 0 n i i
1, k any field. If t is an indeterminate, are projective modules over
 .A m k t extended from A?k
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